THE REAL DEAL BEHIND MIXED MARRIAGES

45 LIFE LESSONS FROM KL’S COOLEST MUMS

WHAT BEING #FLAWSOME REALLY MEANS

THE DIVERSITY ISSUE

EXCLUSIVE!
JULIANA EVANS ON LOVE, LIFE AND BEING A MOTHER-TO-BE

COMEBACK TRENDS TO TRY:
TIE-DYE, VINTAGE FLORALS & MIDI SKIRTS
FASHION

28 FASHION BEAT
Put the ‘fun’ in functionality with mini bags, tie-dye prints and vintage florals!

40 COLOUR CRASH COURSE: DRIZZLIN’ IN GOLD
Be prepared to shine in the limelight all month long, thanks to this luxurious shade.

43 STYLE EDIT: MOROCCAN VIBES
Give your usual style a boost and turn your attention to arabesque details to stand out.

48 STYLE HACK: HALFWAY THERE
Check out three ways to style the figure-flattering midi skirt for a day-to-night affair.

50 STYLEPHILE: LAID-BACK LUXE
Turn to Fina Muhamad for a Summer style inspo as she wins us over with her effortless yet stylish pairings!

52 FASHION SPREAD: PLAY THE FOOL
Enter a world where bright colours rule and let bold outfits and accessories speak for you!
BEAUTY

66 BEAUTY BEAT
Learn the dos and don’ts of at-home peels, the difference between vitamins A, B and C, as well as our Fab Find of the month.

72 BEAUTY INSIDER: FOR A GREATER CAUSE
Benefit Cosmetics is rolling out its ‘Bold is Beautiful’ campaign for the first time in Malaysia. Julie Bell, the brand’s Executive Vice President of Global Marketing tells us all about it.

74 BEAUTYPHILE: A HEART OF GOLD
Beauty influencer Arena Iman is making her name in the entertainment industry all while advocating autism awareness. She’s the next girl to watch on our list!

LOVE!
Check out our tried-and-tested favourites of the month, which include this high-shine cream-to-powder highlighter that leaves a gorgeous iridescent sheen behind.

76 MAKEOVER: SUNSET MODE
Two-tone lips are overdone but pair them with two-tone eyes and you’ll get a look that’s simply spectacular. Find out how to recreate it here!

77 TRENDING NOW: TO BE FAIR...
Make way for luminosity with skin-brightening products that nourish, tone and prolong a healthy complexion.

82 BEAUTY FEATURE: CAN'T BREAK ME
Three women share about their journey to self-acceptance despite living in a world with unrealistic beauty standards.